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The following racks were designed to optimize the life of your blade cartridges by providing a structure to safely 
wash and store the helical blades, bed knives and spacer bars. All of the racks fit within our Soak N’ Store tubs.

Part #: 00-06-002193 

Part #: 00-06-001997

Dimensions: L37.2” x W12.5” x H4.0”
Holds: 3 helical blades
Stackable:  No
Price:  $395 / ea

Usage: This multi-purpose rack is designed to make cleaning the 
helical blade an absolute breeze. Plus, to help save time during 
a hot swap, this rack can alternatively house three full TriFlex 
Blade cartridges, made up of a helical blade, a spacer bar and 
a bed knife.

Recommended Quantity: Enough for all helical blades on site.

Dimensions: L24.42” x W12.5” X H4.3”
Holds: 3 helical blades
Stackable:  No
Price:  $375 / ea

Usage: This rack cradles the helical blade itself to provide easy cleaning 
access to the helical blade bearing ends, as we do not recommend 
submerging these components. It offers essential protection to the blade 
edges while you wipe away residual plant material.

Recommended Quantity: One for the sanitation department and 
one for the maintenance department.

Dimensions: L35.8” x W12.5” x H4.3”
Holds: 3 bed knives + 3 spacer bars
Stackable:  Yes
Price:  $395 / ea

Usage: This rack can safely store three bed knives and three spacer 
bars when not in use, or can secure three bed knives blade-up to help 
clean the stickiest of residue. It’s like having a second set of hands. They 
fit easily within our Soak N’ Store tubs and can be submerged in your 
cleaning solution to easily scrub away resin and plant material.

Recommended Quantity: Enough for all bed knives and spacer 
bars on site.

BLADE STORAGE & WASH RACKS

Part #: 00-06-001996
HELICAL BLADE STORAGE RACK

BED KNIFE & SPACER BAR RACK

HELICAL BLADE SUPPORT RACK


